HOW DID TWO HARVARD AUTHORS MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN INDIA?

Just ask the student from India who used DASH to access The Benefit of Power Posing Before a High-Stakes Social Evaluation by Amy Cuddy and Caroline Wilmuth (and co-author Dana Carney). Their working paper helped ease anxieties in his daily life.

Depositing your work in DASH (Harvard’s open-access repository) allows you to share and preserve your research. You can help those who may have limited resources but a great desire to learn.

Deposit your work in DASH and make your research accessible to a global audience.

You can make a difference.

DASH.HARVARD.EDU
HOW DID A HARVARD DOCTORAL STUDENT MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THAILAND?

Just ask the faculty member from the University of Bangkok who used DASH to access *Motorcycle Taxi Drivers, Mobility, and Politics in Bangkok* by Claudio Sopranzetti. Claudio’s dissertation helped the city of Bangkok study the reuse of its ex-commercial and ex-industrial buildings.

Depositing your work in DASH (Harvard’s open-access repository) allows you to share and preserve your research. You can help those who may have limited resources but a great desire to learn.

Deposit your work in DASH and make your research accessible to a global audience.

You can make a difference.
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HOW DID TWO HARVARD AUTHORS MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN BRAZIL?

Just ask the reader from Brazil who used DASH to access Identification of Autoimmune Gene Signatures in Autism by Isaac Kohane and Dennis Wall (and co-author J-Y Jung). Their article helped answer his questions about the relationship between Asperger’s syndrome and multiple sclerosis that he had experienced in his own life.

Depositing your work in DASH (Harvard’s open-access repository) allows you to share and preserve your research. You can help those who may have limited resources but a great desire to learn.

Deposit your work in DASH and make your research accessible to a global audience.

You can make a difference.

DASH.HARVARD.EDU